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Attended the MIT Global Scale Network on Independent Activities Period (IAP) and 
studied 3 weeks at Massachusetts Institute of technology (MIT), in Boston, USA, really 
an excited experiences and insightful learning. Studies at MIT was very encouraging and 
excited. MIT is the top world ranging university. I would like to thanks MISI that enable 
me have a chance to deal with 180 like-minded supply chain professionals and students 
from 42 countries. I learnt from peers , industrial leaders’ , well known professors’ and 
researches on their top fields, different perspective of thinking , problem solving skill 
,react fast and very sharp on their decision making and leadership skill, the way on how 
they influences to other. New way to lead the projects with dynamic, aggressive, 
energetic, and networking with students around the world. It was amazed journey. Even, 
we have different cultures and back group but we are heading the same direction, which 
is mastering in Supply Chain and pursue the professional skill in Supply Chain. I felt 
proud of all my course mates especially Part Time Students whom had made it 
happened and enrich Malaysia Institute for Supply Chain and Innovation (MISI) name in 
IAP scale connect 2019. 
 
Team projects like APICS, was encouraged us to think. It is not only focus on supply 
chain problem but solve the problem from perspectives of entrepreneurship. It helps me 
to think nothing is impossible, as long as we come out with innovation and brilliant ideas, 
then used different angle to view the scope, definitely it will helps to widen our thinking 
and find the best solution without fall in future. Asides, it trains me to respond 
spontaneous or within short period, which was impressed me and change me way of 
thinking and react with different situation. Now, I can act more effective and dynamic 
way! 
 
A part from the leadership video & presentation competition, top industrial leadership 
speakers series, short courses such as Python and LLAMASoft that really open my mind 
and thinking just like more "Iceberg" float out from the sea, digging more talents and 
skillset from every team members. The VELD - Vision, Emotion, Logic and Details – help 
me to combine the quantitative and qualitative mind-set, sharpen my critical thinking and 
decision-making skill.  I hope that one day, I can become a great leader and powerful 
change agent in a company who can influence the top management in term of supply 
chain matter or other management areas even it is a tough journey to achieve in certain 
company. I am confident, as professional supply chain personnel; we had learnt how to 
influence, we can convinces our top management or peers on moving forward to the 
better direction or optimization. 

 



The Research Expo also open my mind on how the researchers focus or emphasizes on 
and so do the industrial or sponsors companies expected on the contribution or end 
results. It also helps me on improving the secondary results or further on the questions 
post to me during the Expo.  It was an amazed experience on peers supply chain 
projects, which it can helps me to improve on my observation, methodology and creating 
baseline modelling and further improve on the grey area to close the gap. I truly 
benefited from this Expo. 

 

The Fresh Connection (supply chain simulation games) had group us in four from 
different region and centre to cooperation and collaboration. We have worked on supply 
chain management concepts, formulate on  Safety Stock, Return on Investment (ROI), 
service level , order fulfilment, cash conversion cycle (CCC) ,risk management, invest on 
Asset or other factory/ warehouse expansion. Besides, we had to strategies our business 
plan, inventory management, capacity plan, simulate on scenario analysis, lead-time of 
goods supply until delivery, correction of input, sensitivity analysis, design networking or 
transportation which it really make us focused on how we should optimizing our revenue 
or reduce or cost in all aspect. This simulation simplify our Supply Chain Management 
Concepts and skill. I was glad that our group remained in top ten range. 

The two industries visited brought the actual industry operation and experiences to me. 
First, visited Walgreen and 2nd , visited Iron Mountain, listen to the industrial leaders’ to 
share their operation and experiences on supply chain and operation, which will help to 
bring some new ideas and operation efficiency back to my workforce. 

 

The three imperfect scope encounter for improvement was: 

(i) Python programming 
For those whom do not have strong foundation in information technology (IT) or 
programming, it will be tough to learn and catch up during the class session. 
Suggestion: Advance Notes or basic guideline should give to those needs further 
guidance. It is good to know Python but would it compulsory for all who which to 
learn other courses like mini courses or LLAMAsoft? 
 

(ii) Before departure to IAP , please remember to inform students to inject “Flu” or 
“Influenza “prevention. It is hard to get treatment in MIT medical centre even with 
“Malaysia Insurance” which was not recognized in MIT. Even we have cash, they 
will not going to accept us too. Please bring some medicine like Flu and 
headache medicine to MIT. The service level of patient counter and insurance 
claim counter was very bad. Hope, it could improve to avoid unforeseen case 
happened for short-term courses students. 



(iii) Other program like mini courses could slot in for those would like to learn more. 
Due to we only can choose LLAMAsoft or Python, we have miss out a lot of 
opportunity to learn other short courses. 

Overall, the IAP program is really a grand and great program. MISI and MIT world-class 
university has provided us unforgettable amazing journey that we are definitely beneficial 
for our lifetime and help on growth on our career path in near further. 

 
 

  

  

 


